
ASE Science Fair Survival Guide 
 

 

What?  Atascocita Springs Elementary Science Fair 

 

When? Thursday, March 10, 2016 

  All project boards are due Wednesday, March 09, 2016.  

  Late projects will not be entered into judging. 

Additional materials to be displayed with the project board 

  May be brought in the day of the fair (March 10).  

 

Who? All students (K-5) are invited and encouraged to participate. 

 

How?  

1. A good science fair project answers a question through some type of experimentation. 

Students should come up with a question that is of interest to them and predict what they 

think the outcome will be (hypotheses).  They then plan an experiment that will test their 

hypothesis. Demonstrations and reports generally do NOT make good science fair 

projects. 

2. The project should follow the steps of the Scientific Method. Students should explain 

their hypothesis and conclusion. For example: when stating the hypothesis, be sure to 

use the word ‘because.’ This forces a better answer because the student has to explain 

their thinking. For the conclusion, tell WHY the experiment happened the way that it did.  

We want to see what the student learned! 

3. Students are to display their project on a heavy-duty tri-fold presentation board that can 
freely stand on a table. These boards are easily found at Wal-Mart, office supply stores, 
or craft stores. Students may display the results of the experiment as long as it fits inside 
the area of their project board.  

4. Project boards should be neatly decorated and clearly display all the steps of the 
Scientific Method. Students are highly encouraged to use photographs of the actual 
experiment to display on their board. Student Name, Teacher Name, and School should 
be written on the back of all projects and covered by a piece of paper taped at the top 
only. 

5. Students must keep a science journal which should include everything that they 

do to complete their project from brainstorming to making a plan to observing and 

recording data to making their conclusion.  

• The laboratory notebook should be a bound book, like a composition notebook. 
• Pages should NEVER be torn out.  If a page or text is a mistake draw a single diagonal 

line through it, and continue on the next page. 
• Writing should be done in pen. 
• Mistakes should have a single line drawn through them.  They should not be covered 

with white-out, or black marker. 
• Each page should be numbered. 



• Each page or section of the page should have the date when the work on that page was 
done. 

• You should initial the bottom of each page or section of the page.  If you are a team, 
then whoever worked on the content for that page or section should initial it.  Even 
though one of you may have actually written the page, if both of you did the work, then 
both of you should initial the section or page. 

• Write down everything in the laboratory notebook; things you think as well as things you 
do. 

• Do not put your name, your teacher's name, nor your school name on the laboratory 

notebook.  You can write this information inside the back cover, and put an index 
card over it. 

6.  Students MUST have their science journal with their display on the day of the fair. 

7. Keep in mind that repeated tests and multiple samples increase validity. For example, if 

an experiment is done on plants, students should use many plants since seeds are 

variable. Repeat trials whenever possible. Display results in a graph or chart. 

8. While parental supervision is encouraged, students should pick a project that they can 

easily complete themselves. Parents…be their lab assistant! Help them manage 

supplies and offer a hand when needed. Take lots of pictures!!! 

9. Planning ahead is critical for a successful (and less stressful) outcome. Please keep in 

mind that completing the experiment only means you are halfway there. Leave plenty of 

time to create ta neat display board. 

10. Awards will be given at each grade level for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place. Best of Show will be 

awarded to the top 3 projects in the entire school. All students will receive awards for 

participation.  

10.The top three projects in each grade level (K-5) will be invited to participate in the 

District Elementary Science Fair on April 9, 2016. 

 

 

A few rules to keep in mind: 

1. No liquids permitted. 

2. No unnecessary glass. Use plastic if possible. 

3. No hazardous chemicals or equipment. If power tools are needed to complete an 

experiment, adult supervision is required at all times. 

4. Plants are OK, but use multiple samples. 

5. Live animals must be treated with extreme care. “No animals should be subjected to any 

procedure or condition (intentional or negligent) which results in pain, discomfort, 

abnormal behavior, injury, or death.” 

6. All science fair animals must have the following basic needs met: 

a. Appropriate living quarters 

b. Adequate food and water 

c. Cleanliness 

d. Humane treatment 

e. Exercise when required. 

7. Animals may not be displayed at the fair.  Show pictures instead! 



8. Live bacteria is not allowed for display. 

 

 

Need Help? 

• The internet is full of resources…just Google ‘science fair projects’. 

• A great website to find a topic is http://www.sciencebuddies.org/ 

• Our district website can answer questions about the scientific method, the project board, 

and science notebook. Visit http://humbleisd.net/Page/946 for more info. 

•  If you have more questions contact your child’s teacher.  

 


